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 A good shepherd.  If there is a good shepherd, then there logically should be a 

bad shepherd to compare him with.  We look at this Psalm of David as the Psalm many 

pick as their favorite.  This Psalm of David comes right after the Psalm that Pastor 

Cramm is looking at on Monday nights.  It comes after Psalm 22  that has the heading, 

“Why have You forsaken me?”  That heading is familiar as Jesus hung on the cross and 

cried out to God the Father, left alone to deal with your and my sins and the punishment 

for them.   

 David writes of something good though and that is found in a shepherd, a good 

shepherd.  Who does David attribute the title, “Good Shepherd”?  He sees a Good 

Shepherd in none other than the Lord.   

 David beginning his life as a shepherd, knows, first hand what it takes to make 

up a good shepherd.  Jesus uses examples of good and not so good shepherds in 

various passages we get to read.  He talks of the hired hand shepherd who really has 

no regard for the sheep, he really doesn’t have any skin in the game, they aren’t his 

sheep.  No he won’t risk his life for the lives of the sheep as they aren’t his.  It is the 

good shepherd though that will put his life on the line for His sheep. 

 We read of David, using his sling to take on the wild beasts that would try to take 

from the flock under his care.  He used that same sling to take on a giant and bring him 

to his knees, never again to antagonize the people of God. 

 If you were a sheep, what would you want from a shepherd?  Let us look at what 

David thought.  David looked to His God as the Good Shepherd, for if anyone could 

fulfill that title, it would be the Lord.  With all the attributes of God, the big three, 

omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent to begin with, we might not look past that but what 

are some more?  He is just, loving, eternal, unchangeable, holy, faithful, merciful and 

gracious.  David knew of these traits of God and because God has these traits, David 

knew the Lord was able to provide for him, even in the midst of a life where each day he 

may be a challenge just to survive. 

 How would you start out with what you would look for in a good shepherd if you 

were a sheep?  You might start with what is challenging you right now.  What is it?  Are 

you dealing with loss?  If you are, what is going to fill that hole in your life?  It may not 

be the loss of a loved one, it might be a loss of the freedom you have enjoyed or of a 
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way of life that has changed, maybe even for the better but you need direction in how to 

handle it, good or bad.   

 What about the future?  Are there questions as to how to plan, what to plan for or 

for how you will deal with life’s changes that are coming, many times even though you 

really didn’t have a hand in making the changes that are affecting you? 

 David begins with wants and not needs.  We talk of asking God for needs and 

not wants but in this Psalm, what is the first thing David depends on from the Lord?  

Wants.  Could the Lord want to hear of our wants?   

 I usually go back to the family when I think of things like this.  Would you as a 

parent or a care taker want to know the wants of those under your care?  Sure you do.  

You want to know the wants as you want to see if it is in your power to fulfill the wants 

that will benefit the person asking.  We as parents know our children and we want to 

provide but we also want to help our children grow up seeing the value of work and the 

need to live out their lives recognizing the one who can provide what is best for them 

and those around them. 

 David points to the ability of the Lord to provide wants and then goes on to 

explain what some of those wants are.  He begins with green pastures.  What is a green 

pasture to a sheep?  With green grass, there is not need to race around trying to get 

that green sprig of a weed or grass that seems elusive and you have to spend all of 

your waking hours just trying to fill your belly.  The sheep that David sees as having its 

wants filled is one who can fill its rumen and then can rest, early in the day as it just has 

to put its head down and eat its fill.  Once that is accomplished, it can lay down, rest, 

chewing its cud, getting the most out of the grass and succulent weeds that have just 

been consumed.  Not only could it lay down and rest, it could even get a nap, like us 

after that great Thanksgiving meal. 

 When you do wake up and are thirsty, what do you want next?  Some cool water 

from a still pool of water.  Yes it is fresh water but finds its way to a pool, unaffected by 

the stream of water or by winds that would cause waves or ripples that may get up your 

nose once you put your head down to drink.  There is little distance between the nose 

and a mouth that is stuck into water in order to get a drink.  So you want still water 

because who wants water up their nose? 

 David then goes on to the restoration of the soul.  What does it take to restore 

your soul?  What does it take for you to sit back and say, “it is all good”?  It is when you 
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know the future looks secure, it looks like all is well as someone is making sure your life 

is important, important enough for them to be on the outlook for what is good for you. 

 When you move from doubt and a life that is in question to one that is has hope 

and certainty, then you can be restored to what you envision life should be.  David sees 

the Lord providing just that for his life.  Even though in chapter 22 was filled with crying 

out to God to care for him, now in chapter 23 there is hope in the Lord and who He is 

and what He can and will do. 

 David then moves on to a life of righteousness, not demanded but led in that 

righteousness by the Lord who, for His name’s sake, leads us on those paths.  If He is 

leading us on these paths, what is there bordering that path that seeks to keep a person 

away from righteousness if they step off the paths HE is leading us on?  We know it is 

not righteousness.  No, the devil wants us off of His paths, taking our eyes off Him and 

straying to the sights and sounds that seek to look to something or someone else. 

 Paths?  We might think there is one path but David says paths, paths of 

righteousness.   We are not all the same, are we?  We each have a path for life that we 

are are led on.  No matter what the path, Jesus is leading us down that path, that path 

of righteousness that is our path.  Each has various gifts provided by the Holy Spirit, 

gifts to be used for our neighbor as we shine the light of the Good News of Jesus.  All 

our paths are not the same even though it will mean the same ultimate outcome. 

 Those you witness to, are concerned that they won’t be able to keep being 

themselves if they give up and trust in Jesus.  The devil, the world and their own sinful 

nature resist the Holy Spirit.  They don’t want them to give in, to surrender for fear that 

the life they will have won’t measure up to what they prior to surrender have known.  

Trusting in Jesus for them is uncertain, and until they see that Jesus is a possible way 

up from what they have been dealing with, they will stick with the familiar. 

 Sometimes it takes something in their lives coming about that threatens their well 

known life.  It might even take the threat of death, their last breath to get them to take a 

second look at life, their life and how short it really is and then looking, really looking at 

what might possibly await them on the other side of this life. 

 David recognized that for many, as that shadow of death overtakes them, there 

may be some fear.  Death is a once in a lifetime event.  Once your dead, you don’t 

usually come back to this life.  There have been some like Lazarus, or maybe the 

widow’s son or daughter and Jesus Himself but there are not that many examples of 
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coming back to this life.  We can imagine after experiencing heaven though, that we 

wouldn’t want to come back to this. 

 Death can be scary as we can’t go online to interview a group of people who 

have come back.  We are alone in this thing.  And yet what does David write?  He isn’t 

going to fear it.  He has seen death in action.  He has had his hand in the taking of life.  

He knows that even though he is going to die or be in the position of possible death, he 

isn’t going to fear taking that last breath because the Lord is leading him on the path of 

his life.  The Lord has a rod of discipline and a staff of help for the sheep under His 

care.   

 David knows this life has challenges and even in the midst of challenges from 

enemies, the Lord will provide even in the midst of those who would try to take life and 

livelihood from him.  Yes, the Lord will provide not only a table of fine food but will anoint 

him, making him a leader, one who will proclaim Christ, providing that overflowing cup 

which provides an abundance of drink and more than enough to quench his thirst. 

 He ends with the Lord providing even more, providing goodness and mercy.  

Goodness instead of harm, mercy instead of what he deserves.  Because of the 

promise of that goodness and mercy, David realizes that the place He should dwell is in 

the house of the Lord, where the Lord dwells, he wants to dwell, receiving all the 

goodness and mercy the Lord is wanting to provide. 

 We attribute this Psalm to David but how well does it apply also to Jesus as the 

Lord.  David only had the promise of Jesus, we live on the other side of the cross.  We 

see Jesus as our Good Shepherd who gave up His life for His sheep.  He is the one 

who is leading us like a good shepherd on our path of life.  He provides our daily bread 

for life.  He is watching over us because He paid a high price for us, He paid with His 

life. 

 We have come to His house to dwell for a little while, knowing He goes with us 

from here with His Holy Spirit who dwells in us, baptized into the name of the triune 

God.  Yes, we sin by trusting in our own path, looking with selfish eyes to our wants, not 

supplied by Jesus but through our own sin tainted works.   

 The Lord wants to be our Good Shepherd though.  He wants to lead us to those 

pastures those pools of water.  He wants us to rest in Him, as He watches over all His 

flock, content in Him, trusting Him to provide for our daily sustenance.  The Lord is my 

Shepherd, He will provide, I will not want even if my wants change over time, more in 

tune with His life for me. 
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